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1. It is hereby notified on the basis of the results of the written examination held on 
08/11/2015 and verification of certificates held on 21/02/2016,17/05/2016 & 30/05/2016 and 
Interviews conducted on 03/08/2016 FN & AN at TSPSC Office, Hyderabad  to the post of 
Assistant Motor Vehicle  Inspector in Transport Department, the following registered numbers 
have been provisionally selected for appointment to the post of Assistant Motor Vehicle 
Inspectors vide Commission’s Notification No.14/2015 subject to the following conditions. 
  

1) That success in the Examination confers no right to appointment unless the 
appointing authority is satisfied after such enquiry as the case may be considered 
necessary that the candidate having regard to her/his character and antecedents are 
suitable in all respects for appointment to the service. 

2) That the candidate is found physically fit for the post. 
3) That the candidate should produce such original certificates as required in 

accordance with the Rules/Notification. 
 

REGISTER NUMBERS 

 
Zone-V 

 

1415010233 

1415010522 

1415011318 

1415011517 

1415011741 

1415011961 

1415012121 

1415012282 

1415012462 

1415012937 

1415013295 

1415013363 

1415013644 

1415014350 

1415014381 

1415014476 

1415015101 

 
((Number of Candidates: 17)) 

 
Zone-VI 

 

1415010046 

1415010086 

1415010308 

1415010743 

1415010780 

1415011089 

1415011263 

1415011270 

1415011607 

1415011720 

1415011782 

1415012138 

1415012199 

1415012779 

1415012953 

1415012982 

1415013199 

1415013234 

1415013693 

1415013875 

1415014444 

1415014533 

1415014741 

1415014879 

1415015048 

1415015262 

 
((Number of Candidates: 26)) 

 
If it comes to the notice of the Commission later that any candidate furnish false 

information or the selection is not in order due to any  act of Omission or commission of any 
candidate then her  / his provisional selection is liable to the cancelled at any stage and they will 
forfeit all consequential benefits including that of selection, besides the Commission reserves 
the right to take any action as it deems fit in the circumstances of the case, in terms of  the 
provisions as notified in Notification  No.14/2015. 
 
Hyderabad                   Sd//- 
Date: 03/08/2016         SECRETARY 


